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Stéphane Margolis opens Géothermie on June 3, 
2016 at projects+gallery

Show marks the artist's first solo exhibition in the United States

From left: Le Penseur, Hommage a Giorgio Morandi, and L'lle de la Gorgone (2015) by Stéphane Margolis

(May 2016/ St. Louis, MO) -- projects+gallery, a Central West End commercial art space designed to 
present multidisciplinary exhibitions, is pleased to announce the public opening of Géothermie on 
June 3, 2016. The exhibition features the work of Paris-based ceramicist Stéphane Margolis. 
Margolis is represented by Barrett Barrera Projects and Géothermie marks the artist's first solo 
presentation in the United States. 

Stéphane Margolis uses geothermal energy to create his limestone petrifications in a natural cave in 
the region of Auvergne, France. The petrified texture inherent in his modernist ceramics provides a 
physical manifestation of the effects of geothermal energy, while encouraging us to return from the 
artificiality of contemporary manufacturing to the processes of creation found in the natural world.

In dialogue with the ethos of nineteenth-century Romanticism and twentieth-century Surrealism, 
the artist’s vegetal and petrified creations examine definitions of the sublime, revealing an 
important, if sometimes challenging, aesthetic-moral relationship with a natural world that is both 
physically and metaphysically greater than ourselves. His sculptural and photographic artworks are 
visually striking, conveying the beauty of a fragile planet currently threatened by our indulgence, 
and the possibility of ominous and otherworldly landscapes. 

Through his exhibition, Stéphane Margolis invites the viewer to reconnect with the beauty and 
strangeness of nature. Géothermie is tribute and invitation to the discovery of the living world and 
its many complexities. 

Géothermie will open to the public on Friday, June 3, 2016 from 5-8pm at projects+gallery, and will 
be on view until Saturday, July 30, 2016. 
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Selected Works 

Stéphane Margolis, Créature Abyssale (Abyssal Creature), 2016
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Selected Works 

Stéphane Margolis, A fleur de peau (Hypersensitive), 2015 
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Selected Works 

Stéphane Margolis, Totem Veneneux (Poisonous Totem), 2013 
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About projects+gallery 
Located at 4733 McPherson Avenue in Saint Louis’ Central West End, 
projects+gallery is a commercial art space designed to feature contemporary 
exhibitions and artists that blur the boundaries of traditionally understood 
artistic disciplines and practices. In conjunction with Barrett Barrera Projects, 
a consulting company founded by Susan Barrett in 2014 that specializes in 
arts, culture and contemporary fashion, projects+gallery showcases regional, 
national and international artists working in a variety of mediums.   

Dorte Bjerregaard Probstein, Director, is a longtime member of the Saint 
Louis arts community. Drawing on her education in art history and 
background in gallery management, Dorte works closely with Ms. Barrett to 
oversee the artistic direction of projects+gallery. Dorte is an active volunteer 
and serves on the boards of Laumeier Sculpture Park, The Contemporary Art 
Museum, the Arts and Education Council and WAK – Women at Kemper Art 
Museum.  

Contact Information: 
projects+gallery 
4733 McPherson Avenue 
Saint Louis, Missouri 63108 USA 
(314) 696-8678
info@projects-gallery.com

Open Wednesday – Saturday: 11 am - 5 pm 

For more information on projects+gallery, please contact dorte@projects-gallery.com. 
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MEDIA CONTACT:

Dorte Bjerregaard 
(314) 696-8678
dorte@projects-gallery.com
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